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Query Similarity Computing Based on System Similarity Measurement Chengzhi Zhang, Xiaoqin Xu, and Xinning Su Department of Information Management of Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China [email protected]



Abstract. Query similarity computation is one of important factors in the process of query clustering. It has been used widely in the field of information processing. In this paper, a unified model for query similarity computation is presented based on system similarity. The novel approach of similarity computation uses the literal, semantic and statistical relative features of query. The method can take advantage of the normal approaches to improve the computation accuracy. Experiments show that the proposed method is an effective solution to the query similarity computation problem, and it can be generalized to measure the similarity of other components of text, such as sentences, paragraphs etc. Keywords: query similarity, query clustering, similarity unit, system similarity measuring, literal similarity, semantic similarity.



1 Introduction In the field of information processing, the similarity computation between strings or queries, such as words, phases, etc, plays an important part in dictionary compilation, machine translation based on examples, information retrieval, automatic question answering, information filtering and so on. Strings or queries similarity computation is one of important factors in the process of query clustering. It has been used widely in the field of information processing. This paper builds a unified model to compute the similarity between queries by integrated using the advantages of the three methods, e.g. literal similarity measurement, statistical relevant similarity measurement, semantic similarity measurement, and overcoming their shortcomings. Namely, a unified model of similarity computation is built, which is based on similarity system theory[1] and the measurement of multiple features. It takes similar cell as the queries basic processing unit and considers the similar cell’s literal, semantic and statistical relevant features synthetically. At the same time, the model amends the position information missing problem in the processing of sorting similar unit. Y. Matsumoto et al. (Eds.): ICCPOL 2006, LNAI 4285, pp. 42 – 50, 2006. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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2 Related Work According to the different features, the existing methods of queries similarity computation could be classified into three types: methods based on literal similarity, methods based on statistical relevant similarity, methods based on semantic similarity. Of which, the computation methods based on literal similarity are mainly computed based on edit distance[2] and based on common words or phrases[3]. Methods based on statistical relevant similarity mainly compute words co-occurrence [4], vector space model[5], grammatical analysis[6] and so on. The improved methods based on large-scale corpus such as PMI-IR[7] and various smoothing algorithms[8] is used to resolve the problem of data sparseness in corpus. Methods based on semantic similarity would mainly make use of paraphrase dictionary[9] or some large-scale Ontology[10][11] to do semantic similarity computation. Method based on literal similarity is simple, and be easy to achieve. But it is not flexible enough and doesn’t consider the synonym substitution. Methods based on statistical relevant similarity could get much efficient relevancy between the strings, which could not be observed by people only. But this method depends on the training corpus, and is largely affected by the problem of data sparseness and data noise. Sometimes, methods based on semantic similarity may compute similarity between the strings, which are visual to be literal dissimilarity and statistical to be weak relevancy. But the Ontology are usually built by hand, which need to spend a lot of time.



3 Unified Modeling of Queries Similarity Computation 3.1 Mathematical Description of Queries Similarity Computation Traditional approaches mostly compute similarity from a certain feature of queries. The similarity computation methods, which combine the literal, semantic and statistical relevant features of queries, have not yet been reflected in any report. Before unified modeling to the similarity computation of queries, we will give several related notes and definitions. Ω : a set of Chinese strings or queries ; S: Ω’s subset, that is S ⊆ Ω; Ψ: semantic dictionary; the authors use it to segment the Chinese text and each listing has a corresponding semantic codes; Ψ ⊂ S;



、S two given queries, including: S ＝｛a ，a ，…，a ，…，a ｝,i∈[1，M]，the element quantity of S is M; S =｛b ，b ，…，b ，…，b ｝,j∈[1，N], the element quantity of S is N;
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The element of S1、S2 could be single character, semantic words segmented by semantic dictionary (or Ontology) or its corresponding semantic codes[11]. Take query ‘ 算机控制’ for example, when the element is single character, the query may be expressed as follows: { , 算, 机, 控, 制}; if it is segmented by semantic dictionary
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(including the words without semantic codes this paper takes Tongyici Cilin[12] as semantic system), the query may be expressed as {Bo010127, Je090101}. si: similar unit; to identify the similar features between S1 and S2, the elements having similar features are known as similar unit. Similar elements which become similar units between S1 and S2, are called similar units, notated as s(ai bj), abridged notated as sij. Element ai of S1 is similar to element bj of S2. Element ai and bj are similar elements, which constitute the element cell s(ai bj). According to the similarity priority, we order the character string S1 and S2. And we could get: a1, a2, …, ai …,aM , S1’
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At this point, the similar elements between the strings are ai, and bi. The similar unit is s(ai, bi), abridged notates as si. Definition 1: Quantity of the similar units is the similar degree between element ai of S1 and the corresponding element bi of S2, which is notated as q(si). Definition 2: Similarity of the strings is the similar degree between queries S1 and S2, which is notated as Sim(S1, S2). The common mathematical description of the queries similarity is as follows: Sim(S1 S2) = f (M N K q(si)) (i [1 K])
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Namely, similarity Sim(S1, S2) is a multiple function, whose variables are the quantity of element M in S1 , the quantity of element N in S2, the quantity of similar units K between S1 and S2 and q(si) which reflected the similar degree between each similar elements. According to the primary method of similarity measurement between the similar systems in the similarity system theory[1], we should consider two aspects when we do the similarity computation between the queries. That is, the quantity of the similar units and the similar units’ numerical value of the similar units. The formula is as follows:
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And, λi is the weight which reflected the influence degree of similar cell si makes to the
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Considering the similarity degree by the quantity of the similar units, i.e. Qn, and the the similarity degree by the similar units’ numerical value of the similar units, i.e. Qs, has a co-complementary function to compute the whole similarity of the similar units, we could assign different weights to Qn and Qs, respectively α and β. And that α, β [0,1], α+β=1. So there is:
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3.2 Improvement of Literal Similarity Computation If we just consider the literal feature of the queries, namely element ai of S1 and element bi of S2 are completely literal matching, ai and bi could be regarded as similar elements. And the influence degree of similar unit makes to the queries is equal, namely q(si) 1 and λi 1/K. According to formula (2), we could get:
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Formula (4) is common and is a simple similarity computation method based on literalness. For example, according to formula (4), the similarity between ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ is Sim ’ ’, ‘ ’ =0.25. Because formula (4) computes the queries similarity excluding the similar elements’ position information, the computation result would not be reliable. For instance, Sim(‘ ’, ‘ ’)=1. According to formula (3), set α=0.6, β 0.4. Because Chinese character string has the feature that the topic kernel lies often back of it, we define λi as formula (5).
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Where, i and j respectively expresses that element unit sij is the number i element of S1 and the number j of S2. So formula (3) could be transformed as follows.
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M ⎡ M ⎤ i / k + j / k⎥ 2 ∑ ⎢ ∑ k =1 ⎦ ⎣ k =1



(6)



We could see that, when computing the similarity of queries, formula(6) haven’t considered the similar units’ position information in the queries completely. For example, when computing the similarity between string ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ by formula (6), we could get Sim(‘ ’, ‘ ’)= 1. The reason for this result is that, the assumption of q(si) equal to ‘1’ is improper. Since, in addition to completely matching with the similar element’s literalness, the computation of similar units’ quantity is also correlated to the different positions of similar elements in different queries. This paper introduces the moving distance ( Distance(sij)=| i-j | ) of similar elements to optimize the value of q(si). | i-j | expresses the absolute value of the distance between the similar element sij’s position in S1 and in S2. Taking the moving cost factor into account, q(si) could be computed by formula (7):
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And, formula (3) would be transformed into:
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According to formula (8), the similarity between query ‘ ’,’ ’)= 0.8.
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Furthermore, the difference between literal similarity and word’s similarity is that the similar elements’ granularity is different. Considering the methods of similarity computation, they are both based on the literal feature. Therefore, in essence they are the same. 3.3 Quantity Computation of Multi-feature Similar Units A key step of seeking the queries similarity is the computation of similar units’ quantity q(si). Obtaining similar units is the necessarily previous step of computing similar units. But in fact, because the similarity of reviewed object is very complex, the similar units are difficult to obtain. This paper takes a simple strategy, which takes a certain feature of the elements as the foundation to judge weather they are similar units. That is, giving a threshold quantity δ, taking a certain feature as object, and without taking into account the position difference of elements in different queries. If the similarity of this feature between element ai and bi, i.e. q(si), is exceed δ, ai and bi would be similar elements. When judging weather two elements are similar elements or not, this paper is based on the literal feature, semantic feature and statistic relevant feature. For semantic feature, we could set δ1 0.25. The queries are segmented by semantic dictionary, i.e. Ψ, and the segmented results are represented as semantic codes: Code[i], Code[j]. Without taking into account the position difference of elements in different queries, if the similarity between Code[i] and Code[j] is greater than 1/4, the two elements could be viewed as similar. q(si)1 could be computed as follows.
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Where, n stands for the first different layer number in the processing of comparing the two semantic codes from root nod, n [1 5]. For literal feature, without taking into account the position difference of elements in different strings, we set δ2 1. That is, q(si)2 could be got by formula (7). If we just consider the literal feature, the similarity computation of strings would be degenerated to the literal similarity computation, which is the situation of formula (6). For statistical relevant features, without taking into account the position difference of elements in different queries, we set δ3 0.5. Statistic relevant degree is measuring the similarity between elements with a view to statistic distribution. Through the training corpus resources, we compute the mutual information between queries. For words in queries, i.e. ai and bj, if their mutual information MI(ai, bj) is greater than the threshold quantity δ3, we could consider that they are similar and could save the computation result into the statistical relevant table. It could be noted as Tab_Relation. When computing the statistical relevant similarity between elements ai and bj, we could find it in Tab_Relation directly. If elements ai and bj belong to Tab_Relation, it would mean that the two elements are similar. q(si)3 could be computed as follows.
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And, Max(MI) is the maximal value of the words’ mutual information in Tab_ Relation.
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After considering the multiple features, it’s hard to estimate the influence weight λi of each similar unit si gives to queries’ similarity. This paper takes it as equal weight, that is λi 1/K. And K is the quantity of similar unit.
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3.4 Description of Similarity Computation Algorithm of the Queries For the given queries S1 and S2, the similarity between them could be computed by formula (3). If query S1 {a1, a2, …, ai, …, am and S2 b1, b2, …, bj, … bn are completely different, we could use Ψ to segment S1 and S2 by the maximal matching segment method. The result would be S1’ { A1, A2, …, Ai, …, AM}, S2’ {B1, B2, …, Bj, …, BN}. Clearly for Ai (or Bj), if Ai is not belong to Ψ, Ai would be single character. If Ai and Bj are belong to Ψ, the similar unit’s quantity q(si) could be computed according to the priory of ‘semantic > statistical relevance > literalness’. The detailed algorithm of the queries’ similarity computation could be described as follows.
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Algorithm: Similarity_Query compute the similarity between character query S1 and S2 Input: character string S1, S2 Output: Sim, the similarity of the queries: S1,S2 Process: z Initialize: Sim=Qs=0.0, M= N=K=Num=0, α=0.6, β 0.4, δ1 0.25,δ2 1,δ3 0.5 z Segment S1 and S2 by Ψ, get A[i], [j], and create the Corresponding semantic codes z For each A[i] For each B[j] If A[i] B[j] Ψ then z If q(si)1≥δ1 then K=K+l, M=M+1, N=N+1 Compute q(si)1 z Else if q(si)3≥δ3 then K=K+l, M=M+1, N=N+1 Compute q(si)3 z Segment the element A[i] or B[j]which has no corresponding similar element by single character z Num = ‘the number of the same single character between S1 and S2’, K=K+Num, M = M+ ‘number of the single characters of which couldn’t match on literalness of S1’, N=N+ ‘number of the single characters which couldn’t match on literalness of S2’,compute q(si)2
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Sim=α· Qn +β· Qs =α· K (M + N - K) +β· Qs Return Sim, the similarity of the queries.
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4 Experiments and Results This paper has done two experiments, and each experiment computes the queries’ similarity based on literal, semantic and multiple features. The first group experiment is a close testing, whose objects are Chinese queries. It tests the synonym search of Chinese words and phrases. The test processing is: first, draw out 100 pairs of economy and military queries from the search log database, which are viewed as highly similar to each other. Then, make them into disorder and generate nearly 40,000 pairs of synonym automatically. Then compute the similarity by the methods based on literal similarity, semantic similarity and multiple features respectively. After that, select those words which similarity is greater than 0.66 to compare with the first 100 pairs of words. The testing result shows as table 1. The second group experiment is an open testing. Testing set is made up of unordered queries. And the search testing of synonyms are doing based on the open set. The test processing is: select 891queries of politics and 200 queries of economy, and make each pair of these words out of order, then compute their similarity and choose those words whose threshold quantity is greater than 0.66, then identify these words by hand. According to the similarity, we could divide them into synonym, synonym, , relevant words synonym, while the other two kinds are no- synonym. The testing result shows as table 2. From the statistic data of table 1, we could see that through the experiment of searching for synonymic compound word, the recall of the pairs of synonym could



quasi and irrelevant words. The first three kinds



hypogynous word could be viewed as



Table 1. The search result of synonymic compound word corresponding to the Chinese compound word Domain economy military affairs Total



：



Testing words 196 200 396



，



word pairs 38,213 39,800 78,013



A 40 49 44.5



（ ）



Recall % B 87 87 87



C 93 92 92.5



Notes A,B,C stands for the literal similarity measurement, semantic similarity measurement and multi-feature-based similarity measurement. Table 2. The synonym extraction result on open testing set



Domain politics economy Total



Word pairs (Sim≥0.66) 347 4,730 5,077



A 11.24 10.34 10.40



Precision B 24.78 23.70 25.52



（%）



C 27.64 29.34 29.23
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achieve 92.5 % when the computation is based on multiple features, and 87% when based on semantic similarity, and just 44.5% when based on literal similarity. All this showed that, judging from the angle of the recall, the method based on multiple features is much better than the method just based on semantic or literal similarity. From the data in table 2, we could see that, the precision is 29.23 % when using the method based on multiple features to recognize the synonym, and 25.52 % when based on semantic similarity, and just 10.40 % when based on the literal similarity. It shows that, on the aspect of synonym identification, the method based on multiple features is better than the method based on just literal or semantic similarity. This indicates that using the method based on multiple features is much more effective than the method based on just literal or semantic similarity. Besides, by the method based on multiple features, the rate of the searched relevant words whose similarity is greater threshold quantity is 80.08%, which is higher than the searching result by the other two methods, whose rate is respective 72.15% and 60.78%. It indicates that, the method has obvious advantage when it is used on the queries clustering.



5 Conclusion and Future Work This paper builds a unified model to compute the queries’ similarity. It takes similar unit as the queries’ basic processing unit and considers the similar unit’s literal, semantic and statistical relevant features synthetically. At the same time, the model amends the position information missing problem in the processing of sorting similar unit. The result of the experiments shows that, the method based on multiple features is efficient and it also has heuristic significance in the similarity computation between sentences and paragraphs. For the research of queries’ similarity is also related to the knowledge of semantics, system theory and so on. For there are some questions existed in the present semantic system, the setting of similar unit’s weight still needs farther research, i.e. estimate the combination coefficients from the data instead of using predefined value. Furthermore, the future work includes also testifying whether the method is applicable to other oriental languages, especially the languages in which Chinese characters are not used. It will be interesting to see the application of the proposed algorithm in English queries, running in a larger text corpus. Acknowledgments. We thank the reviewers for the excellent and professional revision of our manuscript.
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